VA ADVISORY

DTG: 20181020/0638Z
VAAC: ANCHORAGE
VOLCANO: VENIAMINOF 312070
PSN: N5610 W15923
AREA: ALASKA PENINSULA
SUMMIT ELEV: 8225 FT (2507 M)
ADVISORY NR: 2018/007
INFO SOURCE: HIMAWARI/NOAA CIMSS/AVO/WEB CAMERA
AVIATION COLOR CODE: ORANGE
ERUPTION DETAILS: NO EXPLOSIVE ERUPTION. CONTINUOUS LOW-LVL EMISSIONS.

OBS VA DTG: 20/0638Z
OBS VA CLD: SFC/FL110 N5606 W15945 − N5639 W15848 − N5612 W15821 − N5549 W15933 − N5606 W15945 MOV ENE 15KT.
FCST VA CLD +12HR: 20/1838Z NO VA EXP.
FCST VA CLD +18HR: 21/0038Z NO VA EXP.
RMK: WEB CAMERA IMAGERY SHOWS PERSISTENT GLOWING AT THE SUMMIT CONSISTENT WITH THE SMOKE/STEAM VA EMISSIONS IDENTIFIED DURING DAYLIGHT HRS. HOT SPOTTING ALSO NOTED IN NOAA CIMSS AND HIMAWARI SATELLITE IMAGERY.

NXT ADVISORY: WILL BE ISSUED BY 20181020/1238Z
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